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ENGLISH INTRODUCTORY NOTES TO “LARK MUSIC” AND “IL VOLO”

When I see the little lark moving
its wings for the joy against the sun beams,
that forgets itself, and lets itself drop down,

because of the sweetness that goes to its heart,
oh, so great is the envy that comes to me,

towards the one that I see joyous!
I marvel that my heart, spontaneously,

does not melt down with desire.
Bernard de Ventadorn, “Quan vey la lauzeta mover”.

(Troubadour, about 1130-1195; original lyrics in Old Provençal or Langue d’oc)

INTRODUCTION
This composition is the second result of a research carried on in the field of the birdsongs.
The aim was only to detect in them some clearly recognizable formal structures, and not, as it had
already been done, to copy their melodic or rhythmical patterns in order to imitate the birds with the
musical instruments. On the contrary, the purpose of imitation was completely absent.
I was wondering, however, whether in some of the birdsongs I had examined were was a musical -
and therefore formal - logic capable to explain the impression of coherence, consequentiality and
inner balance that one felt while listening to them.
While the analysis of the songs of many other species have so far given frustrating or unclear results,
the analysis of the song of the European Skylark (Alauda arvensis, a bird largely present throughout
Europe, and present also in America, in the Vancouver area) has given results which are really
amazing from this point of view, to such an extent that it is possible, starting from them, to carry on
an investigation on the borders among repetition, variation and development.
We have started at first by slowing down (to eight times slower) a professional recording of a section
of the song of the Skylark, so that the original duration of about 39 seconds became over 5 minutes.
In this way an easier analysis has been possible, and the way of listening has become more suited to
the limited capability of the human ear to separate two sound details when they are very close in time
to each other, and also more suited to the way we feel the time flowing on; these capabilities seem to
be different in Humans and in the Skylark.
The second step has been to write an approximate “score”, to make possible to follow the different
elements in the song. This has turned out to be composed of a succession of Repetitive Structures
(RS), in which the basic elements appear always identical in the same order, and Free Parts (FP), in
which some basic elements, which were or will be part of the Repetitive Structures, are intermingled
with other occasional elements that appear only once.
In this approximative score, the analysis led me to detect the following formal scheme:

8X ABC ABC AB'C' XA'2X A'B2XCC 4XD4XE3XF4X FGEHI FGEHI FGEHI FGEHI
FP  I RS         FP     FP   II RS
 FGELLXO LGEP"E'M LGEP"E'M LGEP"E'M LD2XN'XE"XE'5XM |/|NI |/| 'NI |/| 'NI |/| ' N3XOO

FP  III  RS     FP     IV RS               FP
 NO NO NO NO NO N6X P'Q PQ PQ PQ PQ PQ PPP4XE'PPP2XEG'3XE
V RS       FP    VI RS       FP

A, B, C… = Basic elements of the song (15, altogether), always identical.
A', P', P"… = Variants of the basic elements (there are 7 basic elements with one variant, 

and 2 also with the second variant).
|/|  = retrograde of N (which has also a variant |/| ' )
X = Occasional elements, which appear only once (each X is each time different 

from any other X element)
FP = Free Parts
RS = Repetitive Structures

2X stands for XX, 3X for XXX, and so on.
Spaces to not indicate any break or pause, which do never occur, but are placed here only to
individuate the Repetitive Structures more easily. The song is a frenetic, quick, sweet, continuous
flow.
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Including also the repetitions, the elements are 170, including the occasional elements X.
From the point of view of perception, the fact that some basic elements are present in different
Repetitive Structures and sometimes even in the Free Parts, sometimes combined in the same order,
and sometimes changing it, creates extraordinary effects of variety in the repetitions or, vice-versa, of
similarity also where there are no real repetitions. The border between these two cases becomes very
faint itself.
Therefore, the following twelve development rules have been detected, very interesting for a
composer, which we could define the bases of the "compositional style" of the Skylark:

1) To repeat the beginning of a Repetitive Structure, but to go on differently:
Ex. FGEHI FGEHI FGELLXO…
or ABC ABC AB3X…

2) To insert extraneous elements or variants in a Repetitive Structure, as if "filling" it.
Ex. ABC ABC AB'3XC

3) To iterate an element which will be used in a Repetitive Structure just before the beginning of that
structure, as if "announcing" it.
Ex. EE BFGE BFGE…

4) To iterate it immediately after the structure in which it is used, as if exhausting its role.
Ex. FM FM FM FFF

5) To change all the elements of a Repetitive Structure, if compared to the preceding structure, except
the second and third elements (an effect of similarity also in presence of diversity)
Ex. FGEHI FGEHI… LGEP"E'M LGEP"E'M…
or BFGE BFGE… HFGIL HFGIL…

6) To use Repetitive Structures made of 2-3 elements at the beginning and at the end, and more
complex at the centre.

7) To make the second element of the preceding structure become the first one in a new Repetitive
Structure.
Ex. ABC ABC …BFGE BFGE

The concept is the inverse of the rule nr. 5.

8) To make an almost "occasional" element become an important one much later (see E and O in the
original model).

9) To begin a structure gradually, that is with a variant of a basic elemens. The listener, therefore,
does not realize that he is listening a Repetitive Structure at the second repetition, as it happens
normally, but at the third one. At that point, however, he realizes that three repetitions have already
been listened, though the first one had something different.
Ex. 6XP'Q PQ PQ PQ…

10) The ratio between the elements (of any kind) belonging to the Free Parts and the elements
belonging to the Repetitive Structures keeps around parity ( 81 / 89 ).

11) In the Free Parts the ratio between elements X and total number of the elements is close to the
golden section ( 55 / 81, the golden section would be 50,06 / 81 ), as well as the ratio between the
number of the basic elements (A, B, C… ) including their repetitions and the number of the elements
in the whole model ( 115 / 170 ; the golden section would be 105,06 / 170 ). The two ratios are
indeed almost identical.

12) Every Repetitive Structure must include from 4 to 5 repetitions (6 repetitions are possible only
where the repeated formula is made of two elements, 3 repetitions are possible only with repeated
formulas of 6 elements at least).
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An artificial model where all these rules are applied is, for instance, the following:

5XAAXB3XA2X ACD ACD ACD ACD AC'E'FGDD 2XD'2XB'3X HH CBGH CBGH CBGH
FP  I RS         FP      II RS

CBGH CBG'IGH 2XH'2XL'3XE2X L'BGIE LBGIE LBGIE LBG'F'AFF B'F BF BF BF BF BF
  FP     III RS      FP      IV RS

BBB 4XC3XG' BBB 3XG2XB'3XG"5X
     FP

Of course, better attempts could be made to analyze the song, using more sound samples of it and
analyzing longer fragments, and better artificial imitations could be built, even starting from this
analysis. However, the results presented in this short notes are without any doubt already interesting
and fascinating for many musicians.

     Giovanni Grosskopf
Sesto San Giovanni, Milan, Italy, 1995.
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PERFORMANCE NOTES
- In every variation the melodic outline of the guitar follows the troubadour's melody, which is
presented by the guitar at the beginning. The guitarist must be aware of this all the time and must try
to make the audience be aware of this as well.
In every variation the flute follows exactly the authentic structure of a true Skylark song, as
illustrated hereabove.
In the variations I and II the guitar chords and the flute notes have been derived from an adaptment to
the tempered musical system of the harmonic spectrum of a sample of a Skylark song (Alauda
arvensis), analyzed by a computer, in order to recall also its timbre.
In the III variation the melody by Bernard de Ventadorn has been transcribed also in the flute part,
but using only the notes derived from this spectrum, thus adapting the melody to them, and then the
resulting melody has been restructured, following the same aforementioned formal scheme of a true
Skylark song.

- First performance:
Villa Braida, Mogliano Veneto (Treviso, Italy), July 14th, 1995.
Insight Quartet: Gemma Bertagnolli, soprano

Silvia Cesco, guitar
Maia Dalvai, flute
(Sabrina Strozzi, harp, not playing in this piece)

- In the first performance the flute was out of the stage, visible by the other performers, but not by
the audience. It is a scenic device approved by the author, which helps to create the proper sense of
distance and "wonder", similar to what is felt by one who, whelmed by the flow of notes, looks in
vain for the tiny shape of the Lark in the sky. From a technical point of view, it creates a better
balance in the group. Anyway, it is not an obligatory prescription.

- The piece can be performed only by flute and guitar, with the title "Il volo" (meaning "The
Flight"), if the vocal part is omitted. If possible, certainly the author prefers the performance with
three performers, including the singer, with the title "Lark Music".

- short fermata  long fermata

- Except in the last line (page 14) the two instruments must not play coordinating with each other; on
the contrary, each one shall keep its own independent tempo, according to the indications. The
vertical alignment between their two parts is therefore only an approximate indication.

On the contrary, at the signs  and  it is strictly compulsory to start together (one of the three
performers will give a signal to the others).

- The breath marks ( ’  ) in the flute part indicate the moments where the flutist can breathe, also
doing it with some ease and no haste. It is not obligatory to breathe at each of those marks, but it
should be done only when a breath is really necessary. When it is not necessary, please ignore the
breath marks. The use of circular breathing is approved by the author, but not obligatory at all.

- Two versions of the flute part exist. The first one, on the main score (pages 1 - 14 ), is the one
which indicates phrasing, articulation and accents better, and is the only one to be used in a concert
performance. The second version, with its regular division of any duration into separated and tied
quarter notes, can be useful to study how to perform the rhythms correctly. It is attached as an
appendix after the end of the piece (pages A1 - A11).

- The accidentals apply only to the note they precede, excepted the case of immediate repetitions.
However, many courtesy cautionary marks have been placed.

- Non l.v. = non lasciar vibrare = do not let it vibrate (stop the strings)
  l.v. = lasciar vibrare = let it vibrate
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EXPLAINATION OF SOME DIRECTIONS ON THE SCORE

Page system or line bar instrument Translation
      (approx.)

1 1 1 guitar Placid, with a free rhythm, the upper part well 
audible

1 1 2 guitar Always let the vocal part end
1 1 2 voice Spoken, declaiming, always solemn, very calm
1 6 2 voice Moved

3 1 1 flute As quick as possible, at least  84

3 1 1 guitar At least  84 , that is = 252  or  126 , 

of the flute = approximately the of the 

guitar.
3 2 2 voice with freedom in rhythm
3 2 and footnote 2 flute TT   = (*) "timbre trill", trill with 

a key normally extraneous to the basic fingering
usually employed.

3 4 3 voice (**) Sing on the sound represented by the 
letters in the square, and not on the preceding 
vocal (= Singing on consonants. The same in 
the following cases)

4 4 1 guit.&flute (this attack does not involve the vocal part)
5 3 2 guit.&flute wait for each other on this fermata
5 3 2 flute (each group repeated for two quarters)
5 4 1 guitar  = the former 
6 2 1 guit.&flute  of the flute = approx. of the guitar
6 5 2 guitar each note group repeated for a duration of two 

quarters
6 4 1 guitar give an attack signal to the voice
9 3 2 guit.&flute wait for the other instrument in any case on this

fermata. Before going on, let the vocal part 
end.

9 4 1 guit.&flute Before going on, let the vocal part end.
9 4 2 flute (the flute remains at the former tempo)
10 1 1 voice X = note of approximated intonation, almost 

spoken
high indication of the register in
middle the passages with relative or
low approximated intonation

10 1 4 voice the "declamation" follows the natural rthythm 
of the speech

11 2 2 voice (quasi piatto) = almost like a cymbal
12 2 1 voice (*) Ad libitum, confused muttering
12 2 2 voice Infantile, meccanico = childish, mechanically
12 3 4 voice (perplexed and scandalized) (SPOKEN)
13 3 6 voice (that is: with closed mouth)
13 4 4 voice (SPOKEN) (with a strongly interrogative 

intonation)
13 4 4 guit.&flute Wait for the other instrument in any case on this

fermata. Let the vocal part end, than GO ON.
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VOLTE = times (referring to the fragment to be repeated, written within the repeat marks)
eco = echo
almeno = at least
Voce = voice
Flauto = flute
Chitarra = guitar
fl. = flattertongue
ATTACCO ALLA VOCE = give an attack signal to the voice
disteso = relaxed
con calma = calmly
buffo = funny
pizz. (guitar) = pizzicato (stop the strings with your right hand or wrist immediately while playing)
giocoso = playful
declamato = declaimed, spoken
sim. = always similar
quanto possibile = as possible
rilevata / rilevato = in the foreground, well audible
deciso = firm
sognante = dreaming
secco = dry, short (without an arpeggio)

The flute should not play in a soloistic, expressive fashion: its "expression" is in this case to play in
an inexpressive, cold, mechanical way, as if unconcerned and uninvolved. It represents a bird, not a
human. It should play with precision and nervousness, with a metallic tone color, in strict tempo,
without any rubato, rallentando or accelerando. No notes should be prolonged, and no vibratos
added. Besides, it should never be too much in the foreground, therefore it should never play too
loudly.
On the contrary, the "human", expressive, communicative, free element is represented by the voice,
which should emphasize these features, strongly present in its role.

Average duration: about 9 minutes.
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